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Abstract
Affective computing is an emerging area of research that aims to enable intelligent systems to
recognize, feel, infer and interpret human emotions. The widely spread online and off-line
music videos are one of the rich sources of human emotion analysis because it integrates the
composer’s internal feeling through song lyrics, musical instruments performance and visual
expression. In general, themetadatawhichmusic video customers to choose a product includes
high-level semantics like emotion so that automatic emotion analysis might be necessary. In
this research area, however, the lack of a labeled dataset is a major problem. Therefore, we first
construct a balanced music video emotion dataset including diversity of territory, language,
culture and musical instruments. We test this dataset over four unimodal and four multimodal
convolutional neural networks (CNN) of music and video. First, we separately fine-tuned each
pre-trained unimodal CNN and test the performance on unseen data. In addition, we train a 1-
dimensional CNN-based music emotion classifier with raw waveform input. The comparative
analysis of each unimodal classifier over various optimizers is made to find the best model that
can be integrate into a multimodal structure. The best unimodal modality is integrated with
corresponding music and video network features for multimodal classifier. The multimodal
structure integrateswholemusic video features andmakes final classificationwith the SoftMax
classifier by a late feature fusion strategy. All possiblemultimodal structures are also combined
into one predictive model to get the overall prediction. All the proposed multimodal structure
uses cross-validation to overcome the data scarcity problem (overfitting) at the decision level.
The evaluation results using various metrics show a boost in the performance of the multi-
modal architectures compared to each unimodal emotion classifier. The predictive model by
integration of all multimodal structure achieves 88.56% in accuracy, 0.88 in f1-score, and
0.987 in area under the curve (AUC) score. The result suggests human high-level emotions are
automatically well classified in the proposed CNN-basedmultimodal networks, even though a
small amount of labeled data samples is available for training.
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1 Introduction

Music is a language that communicates some emotion to anyone, even to plants or animals,
and visual perception is more playing a crucial role in our daily lives as they aid decision-
making, learning, communication, and situation awareness in human-centric environments.
The music artists generally use dynamics (tempo, meters) or articulation to evoke emotions in
music, but the listeners can have different feelings and sentiments. In general, the human
emotion incurred from visual or acoustic information is not only vague and subjective, but also
depends on human thought and environmental changes. This kinds of vagueness usually
reflecting on music video emotion analysis.

In our modern society, the music videos are one of the most floating contents over the
Internet. The invention of social media sites and the commercial music management sites, the
Internet becoming dense day by day with more user’s demands. Today the customer’s test for
music video selection is not only limited to its name, album, and artist but moved towards
more attributes like genre, mood, visual expression, and visual quality. Thus, an immense
amount of music video needs to be classified according to these attributes, preferably in an
automated way. This kind of need can be seen highly in online music video stores, music
galleries, digital music market, and file-sharing networks. The proper evaluation can help the
music manager to better understand the social demand and end user test.

Several methods are proposed using audio and video multimodal information for a very
broad range of applications, but the music video emotion analysis is still an unsolved and
challenging problem. Human emotion can be expressed either verbally through emotional
vocabulary or by expressing nonverbal cues such as intonation of voice, facial expressions,
and gestures. There have been successful research breakthroughs on emotion recognition
based on stimuli including video, text, speech, facial expressions, gestures and eye gage for
high-level semantic prediction. The emotion in music-video includes such emotional attributes
and the additional sentiments express through music melody, instrumental rhythm, and
composer highlighted scenes. In this research, we focus to classify the music video emotion
by convolutional neural networks. To consider the proper structures of the emotion classifier
network, we made a comparative analysis of recently well-known deep neural networks
(DNNs) and fine-tune each of them with a small labeled dataset to adapt its characteristics.
The unimodal DNNs taken each of the audio or video networks are integrated for four types of
multimodal architectures. For better understanding, before discussing the proposed multimodal
approach, it would be better to discuss some past frontline unimodal and multimodal
approaches using video or(and) audio as input.

Video is a sequence of correlated pictures information widely exploited in diversified
domain such as classification, object detection and tracking [64], 3D object retrieval [16],
human action recognition [15], human emotion prediction [27, 36], object segmentation [65],
autonomous system [14], and object pose estimation [59] in last decade. The popular video
classification approaches include the frames majority vote [24], temporal feature pooling
(TFP) [37], three-dimensional (3D) convolution (C3D) [58], Inception architecture with 3D
convolution (I3D) [4], and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [61] based method. The frames
majority vote and TFP are image-based methods and do not work well for videos as they do
not include temporal information. Even though RNNs and their variants such as long-short
term memory (LSTMs) networks operate on the frame-level features captured from
convolutional neural network (CNN) activations similar to TFP but the short time sequence
modeling ability of RNNs is not enough to integrate whole video information. The C3D and
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I3D are well- accepted structure that is amenable for spatiotemporal feature learning. These
architectures are able to capture the whole video information and can make high level decision
like emotion category.

Similar to visual emotion, music is another rich source of human emotion because it
explains the artistic emotion through lyrics and musical instrument play. Many neural network
models for music information retrieval (MIR) uses two-dimensional (2D) Mel spectrogram as
input. The research [1, 6] shows the transfer learning provides better results for music genre
classification. The CNN based method in [32] uses music spectrogram as input to predict
music emotions. Instead of the spectrogram, however, CNN with raw waveform input [31] are
also getting popular because the spectrogram is a handcrafted magnitude-only representation
without phase information. We consider both these music data input methods in our proposed
multimodal architectures.

The wide proliferation of videos posted online increasingly moves the active research
direction from conventional unimodal to complex forms of multimodal approach. Emotion
from multimodal information defines the presence of more than one modality or channel.
Multimodal approach for music video emotion explores the feeling or sentiment of music
composers included in song lyrics, musical instrument play, and visual expression. There are
growing opportunities for automatic emotion recognition systems as the technology and the
understanding of emotions are advancing. Most of the researches is intended to explore human
emotion based on facial expression or human actions. The study [23] proposes CNN based
architecture for facial emotion recognition of humans. An extension on face emotion analysis
is proposed on [69] using an audio spectrogram and human face image based on an integrated
multimodal architecture. The multimodal approaches [11, 13, 41, 44] have proposed audio and
video by using a recurrent network with LSTM cells for face video emotion recognition. The
one-dimensional (1D) audio network- and 2D video network-based multimodal [61] for
speech recognition uses hybrid information fusion techniques by adding recurrent neural
network after concatenation of learned features. The audio (2D or 3D) and video (3D)
multimodal [34, 38, 49] with deep belief network (DBN) is proposed for face video emotion
recognition. Besides the human facial emotion, movie action based human emotion analysis is
performed in [56]. The study in [55] proposes audio, video, and text integrated multimodal
architecture for natural disaster information management. Recent work in multimodal emotion
fusion [40] integrates audio, video and text modalities for human emotion recognition. This
study uses the RECOLA dataset [46] where participant’s emotions have been recorded in
dyads during a video conference. The review papers in [2, 45, 62] also include various
affective computing based on the multimodal techniques.

Audio-video multimodal approach discussed above mainly focused either on human facial
emotion or human action-based emotion, but the music video-based emotion is isolated from
the current active areas of research. As far as we know, there is no deep learning-based music
video emotion recognition research, except for some electroencephalography- (EEG) based
study [47, 60]. In this research, we aim to recognize the emotion of music video and make a
comparative study among various unimodal and multimodal structures. Our work exploits the
music and video information only for music video emotion prediction. The primary limitation
in this area of research is the lack of labeled data and hence we first introduce a small music
video dataset. When the amount of training data is not enough, transfer learning is also a
popular way to treat the data scarcity problem if the data domain of source and destination well
matches in their characteristics. So, we adopt some pre-trained convolutional audio and video
networks and fine-tune them to adapt the new music video environment. We also propose a 1D
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CNN-based music network with raw waveform as input that can preserve the phase and
magnitude information of music data. All unimodal performances are comparatively analyzed
over various optimization techniques. The best outcomes of a pair of unimodal approaches are
integrated on multimodal DNN using late fusion technique. Finally, these four music video
multimodal are also integrated to get the final prediction together and evaluated over the
various metric. All the proposed multimodal structure uses cross-validation to overcome the
data scarcity problem at the decision level. In general, our main contribution in this study is a
small music video dataset for human emotion analysis that can be an attraction point of new
researchers in this research domain. The other focus of this study is an analysis of currently
well-known unimodal CNN structures with various tuning parameter and their contribution to
integrating with other unimodal architecture particularly for human emotion prediction. In this
overall research, we found that the multimodal results show improvement in various evalua-
tion matrices over unimodal performance.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the possible emotion state
representations and explain our music video emotion dataset. Section 3 includes deep neural
network architectures with their input processing and the learned feature fusion of music video
emotion dataset. Section 4 illustrates the proposed unimodal and multimodal classification
results based on various evaluation metrics. Finally, the conclusion of this study is included in
Section 5.

2 Music video emotion dataset

Emotion is a psycho-physiological process triggered by conscious and/or unconscious per-
ception of an object or situation and is often associated with mood, temperament, personality
and disposition, and motivation. Emotion plays a vital role in human communication, decision
handling, interaction, and cognitive process. Emotion is based on subjective experiences, and
people represent them with many semantic terms. Many emotion representation models have
been proposed in past decays. The categorical model divides emotion into several discrete
classes and applies machine learning techniques to train a classifier. The dimensional model
defines emotion as numerical values over several emotion dimensions (e.g., valence and
arousal [48, 54]). These regression models are trained to predict the emotion values that
represent the affective contents of input data, thereby representing the input as a point in the
emotion space.

Although emotional experiences are represented within a semantic space that can be
captured by categorical labels, the boundaries between categories are vague rather than crisp.
Usually, the human emotion representation models are a little different according to the
modalities to evoke emotion (for example, speech, music, video, facial expression, and real
time action video). The study in [18, 66] provides a comprehensive review of the modalities
that have been proposed for music emotion recognition. The speech emotion recognition study
[39] illustrates six categories of human vocal emotions. Among various facial emotion studies,
[5, 68] represent the facial expressions with seven categories in two-dimensional valence-
arousal space. A three-dimensional model for eight basic facial emotions and monoamine
neurotransmitters is represented in [33] using the corners of a cube.

The major challenges of music video emotion analysis are the vague emotion boundary,
personality, and scarcity of labeled training data. The DEAP [29] database is the first publicly
available database composed of only 120 one-minute-long excerpts of music videos. Each one
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was rated by at least 14 volunteers from an online self-assessment based on induced arousal,
valence and dominance. The dataset cannot lead the present requirement of data to well train
the data driven based algorithms. The data scarcity problem for data-driven emotion analysis in
the case of the music video is a great challenge for researchers. The emotion is a high-level
semantics of any information processing system and require more samples for more accurate
decision. There is no alternative to solve the lack of data problem without increasing the data
samples. Hence, we integrate some samples from DEAP dataset and a vital study [21] for
music and video retrieval, and other samples are collected from the Internet. Finally, we
introduce a small dataset for music video emotion analysis with a nearly equal number of
samples in each emotion classes as illustrated in Table 1.

We integrate various human emotion adjectives into broad six categories as basic emotion
classes in our proposed dataset. The study [8] represents 27 distinct possible categories of
human emotion but in case of music video, it is convenient to organize them with coarse
semantic groups so that an end-user can easily demand the required music video from large
video banks or online music video stores. We categorize the adjectives of music video emotion
classification into six basic emotion categories with references [41, 52, 67], namely, Exciting,
Fear, Neutral, Relaxation, Sad, and Tension. From each emotion class, respectively three
samples are represented (from left to right) in Fig. 1 and each music video sample is
approximately 30 s in length.

In this music video emotion dataset, most music videos are collected from the Internet and
this makes huge diversity in our dataset in terms of territory, languages, cultures, and musical
instruments. Each data sample is distinct by their various features including frequency, pitch,
energy, zero-crossing rate, motion intensity, color energy, lighting, rhythm regularity, frames,
resolutions, etc. All these factors play a vital role to make each human emotion distinct which
is express through facial expressions, eye states, mouth movements, and body actions. This is
the reason that makes the emotion analysis highly confusing and nuanced. The vague
boundary of emotion classes and their correlation to each other is shown in Fig. 2. We have
selected music videos which give temporarily consistent and easily determinable emotions,
and annotated each of them with one of the adjectives corresponding to 5 basic categories. The
Exciting state of human emotion includes positive or pleasant emotions generally seen in the
context of human satisfaction, subjective well-being, and placement. The visual contents
generally include high body movements such as dance or party, group activity, and colorful
environment. This type of music general adopts fast tempo, major tonality, complementing
harmonics and smooth or varied rhythm. The Fear emotion arises from the perception of
danger or horror. The visual information includes some unnatural events or characters that
change abruptly in time. The high tension appears in human expression and action. The music

Table 1 Music-video dataset with various adjectives and number of data samples in each emotion classes

Emotion class Emotion adjectives No. of samples

Excitation Happy, Fun, Love, Sexy, Joy, Pleasure, Exciting, Adorable,
Cheerful, Surprising, Interest

720

Fear Horror, Fear, Scary, Disgust, Terror 519
Neutral Little (Sad, Fearful, Exciting, Relax) Ecstasy, Mellow 599
Relaxation Calm, Chill, Relaxing 574
Sad Hate, Depressing, Melancholic, Sentimental, Shameful,

Distress, Anguish
498

Tension Anger, Hate, Rage 528
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Fig. 1 Proposed music video dataset samples. From first row, three samples are represented for each emotion
class Exciting, Fear, Neutral, Relaxation, Sad and Tension respectively

is generally created with a fast tempo, high loudness, and irregular rhythm. Relaxation is a
state of low tension or return in equilibrium state. The visual information in this category
generally includes the natural scenario and musical instruments. The music in this category
generally have slow tempo and complementing harmonies. Sad is an unpleasant feeling of
human psychology that can be a result of mental suffering or hurt a human being. This state of
emotion can be categorized in visual appearance by characterizing the feeling of loss, despair,
grief, sorrow or disappointment. The sad music generally has a slow tempo and minor tonality.
The Tension category includes violent scenes that are most likely to be highly arousing and
elicit negative emotions. The music with tension emotion generally includes high loudness,
fast tempo, and clashing harmonies. The Neutral category of human emotion may have
influence of other basic emotion classes so the visual and acoustic information can have a
mixed representation of emotions according to time and frame feature. The music video
dataset1 and the related experiments2 are publicly available on GitHub (https://github.com/)
to attract new researchers in this area.

3 Method

This section covers preprocessing for network input, transfer learning, unimodal and multi-
modal approach for music and video, and late fusion for emotion classification of deep neural
network.

3.1 Preprocessing for network input

The music data preprocessing for 1D convolutional neural networks (CNN) first need zero
padding to make the full-length audio waveform. The 30-s music signal is sampled at 16 kHz
which corresponds to a 480,000-dimensional input vector to the 1D CNN music network as
shown in Fig. 3. The pre-trained 2D music CNN [6] also need zero padding to make the full-
length audio that can generate the fixed size Mel spectrogram (96-mel bins × 1876 temporal
frames). A Mel spectrogram is a 2D representation of frequency content over time found by

1 https://github.com/yagyapandeya/Music_Video_Emotion_Dataset
2 https://github.com/yagyapandeya/Music_Video_Emotion_Recognition
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taking the absolute value of the short-time Fourier Transform (STFT). The other
hyperparameters are kept the same as in [6] for input processing and network fine-tuning.
Two video networks, namely, 3D convolutional network (C3D) and the Inflated Inception-V1
(I3D) are used in this research for visual emotion classification. Before input to network, all
video frames should have adjusted into proper size, number and channel. The C3D and I3D
networks are trained using 32 frames of video with red, green and blue channels. All the video
frames are extracted in uniform time intervals to capture whole video information contents.
The hyperparameter setting, temporal convolution size, and size of max pooling across the
channel are kept the same as defined in respective pre-trained video networks.

3.2 Audio architectures

The effectiveness of CNNs on a variety of tasks lies in their capability to learn features from
raw data in an end-to-end pipeline for targeting a particular task. Many recent music process-
ing networks use the magnitude representations of Mel spectrogram of music and neglect the
phase information. The way to preserve both magnitude and phase information of the auditory
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signal is to use raw waveform as input to audio networks. Several audio architectures with raw
waveform input are proposed for music classification in past [9, 31], but there is still no clear
front running architecture for music emotion recognition. In this experiment, we proposed an
audio architecture, shown in Fig. 3, for music emotion analysis with raw waveform input. The
key component of our model is the 1D convolution operation with small-sized filters (3 × 1)
over a long vector representation of music. We perform 32 convolutions with stride 2 and
max-pooling (MP) across the channels with a pooling size of 2. This reduces the dimension-
ality of the signal while preserving the necessary statistics in the convolved signal. The
exponential linear unit (ELU) [7] is used as an activation function. The dropout (DP) [50]
with a probability of 0.1 is adopted in the training for alleviating overfitting. We collect the
diverse network features using global average pooling (GAP) from various network layers and
pass them to fully connected layers. Although the proposed music emotion network has
comparatively lower evaluation results due to lack of training data but it plays a supportive
role in a multimodal environment.

Another music network used in this research is a pre-trained audio network [6] with Mel
spectrogram input. Although spectrogram representation of music ignores the audio phase
information, the networks trained with large audio samples obviously have the generalization
capability, and hence provides a facility of transfer learning [6, 43]. We use GAP from each
convolutional layer and concatenate all the vectors and then fine-tune the whole network with
our music data for emotion classification. The ReLUs (Rectified Linear Units) [19] is utilized
to replace the ELU units and Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 applied for fine-
tuning the network. The audio CNN block in Figs. 4 and 5 shows the 2D music emotion
detection network.
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3.3 Video architectures

Many works focusing on applying CNN models to the video domain with an aim to learn
hidden spatiotemporal patterns. In video classification, researchers come up with methods
in three-dimensional convolutional neural networks (3DCNN). These networks operate on
stacked video frames and extend the original 2D convolutional kernel into 3D kernel to
capture both spatial and temporal information. Although the 3D video models are complex
and time-consuming during training, they have achieved the best result in the video
analysis. Therefore, C3D and I3D video architecture are borrowed for video emotion
analysis in this research.

The last two fully connected layers of the original C3D network are modified with lower
dimension and DP with probability 0.2 is applied for alleviating overfitting in fine-tuning
with our music video data. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [3] optimizer with learning
rate 0.00001 and no momentum performs the best in the C3D network during finetuning for
emotion categorization. The Adam [28] optimizer with learning rate 0.00001 also performs
well for C3D but cannot exceed the SGD on training data and multimodal feature fusion.
The modified structure of the C3D network for video emotion classification is illustrated in
Fig. 4 (video network only). In the case of the I3D network, the output of the final inception
block is passed through 3D global average pooling, and the whole network is fine-tuned
with our music video data. For the I3D network, fine-tuning with Adam optimizer with
learning rate 0.0001 perform the best and other hyperparameters are kept the same as
defined in the original paper [4]. The detail of I3D architecture is shown in the upper right
part of Fig. 5 (only the video processing network). Both C3D and I3D video networks are
also fine-tuned using RMSprop [20] optimizer with learning rate 0.001 but it shows worse
performance than the other optimizer.
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3.4 Multimodal emotion classification

Recently, the architectures for multimodal machine learning made attraction that mostly
integrates multimedia data publicly available on the Internet. Any multiple sources can be
merged for a multimodal approach, but we choose here only the audio and video information.
We fuse the decision-level features of respective C3D and I3D video networks with those of
1D Music CNN and 2D Music CNN, which results out the four multimodal architectures
namely, C3D plus 1D Music CNN, I3D plus 1D Music CNN, C3D plus 2D Music CNN, and
I3D plus 2D Music CNN. Each unimodal emotion classifier for audio and video is first fine-
tuned separately with our emotion dataset. The final SoftMax classifier of each unimodal is
removed and then we use it again as a multimodal feature classifier for final multimodal
feature fusion. To decrease variance, and bias or improve predictions, the decision level feature
of all proposed multimodal are combined into one predictive model, named the modal as
Integrated multimodal. The parallel decision of integrated multimodal outperforms all other
proposed multimodal.

3.5 Transfer learning

Transfer learning is a transformation process of any learned knowledge from one or more
source domains to a target domain so that the target can enhance its prediction capability to
solve the similar problems [53, 57]. Transfer learning is a proven technology in visual
information processing [17, 22, 51] that helps to boost the system performance when there
is only a small number of labeled training dataset. The studies in [6, 12, 30, 42, 43, 63] show
versatile use of transfer learning in the diversified acoustic environment. To overcome the lack
of data problem we also adopt the transfer learning from some well-known deep neural
networks for music and video classification. We first load the pre-trained weights and then
fine-tune the source neural network to make it be adapted to our music video dataset. After
then, the learned features of each unimodal emotion classification are extracted for the final
multimodal decision. In this research two pre-trained video networks, namely, C3D trained on
sport-1 M dataset [25] and I3D trained on RGB ImageNet [10] and kinetic dataset [26], are
used. The C3D and I3D networks are fine-tuned with subsampled 32 frames that our GPU
server can cope with. A pre-trained 2D Music CNN [14] trained with a Million song dataset
[35] is adopted as a music emotion classifier. We also fine-tune this audio network to
generalize the network capability for music emotion classification. A little variation is made
on original pre-trained networks for music video emotion classification, which is described in
Section 3.3 and 3.4.

3.6 Decision-level feature fusion

Multimodal fusion is the process of integrating information from multiple sources for classi-
fication or regression tasks. There have been three information fusion methods including early,
late and hybrid fusion. As in [11, 41, 69], the multimodal fusion provides the benefits of
robustness, complementary information gain and functional continuity of system even in the
failure of one or more modalities. Early (or feature-level) fusion integrates low-level features
from each modality by correlation, which potentially accomplishes better task, but has
difficulty in temporal synchronization among various input sources. The late (or decision-
level) fusion obtains unimodal decision values and integrates them to obtain the final decision.
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Although the late fusion ignores some low-level interactions between modality, it allows easy
training with more flexibility, and simplicity to make predictions when one or more of
modalities are missing. The hybrid (or mid-level) fusion attempts to exploits the advantages
of both early and late fusion in a common framework. In this research, we exploit the late
fusion, in which the highest level pre-trained features are combined to make a final decision by
a SoftMax layer. The reason why we cannot use the early fusion is that the data scarcity made
us use the transfer learning method where it should keep consistent the original structure of
pre-trained audio and video network. Note that each of the pre-trained networks does not allow
any low-level information fusion facility because each neural network is designed for its
particular task so that the input and the low-level structure cannot be modified during transfer
learning. Hence, we concatenate the learned features of each unimodal network for separate
music and video emotion decisions and make a final decision by a SoftMax layer.

4 Result and discussion

In this research, we select some front-line audio and video models to test our proposed music
video emotion dataset. We use the transfer learning technique and fine-tune on pre-trained
CNNs to adopt them with our proposed music video dataset. We use three optimization
techniques in various CNN architectures and set their various parameters for music video
emotion prediction. Table 2 illustrates the evaluation results of our various unimodal classi-
fication networks and optimizer’s influence over various learning factors. It is hard to make a
concrete decision of the best optimizer in terms of fixed hyperparameter value and some
evaluation matric. There is no certain rule to select the best parameter values for an optimizer,
but we found some parameter values (illustrates in Table 2) that perform relatively better in this
experiment.

The results of audio and video unimodal are integrated for the final multimodal
structure. In the case of the C3D video structure, the Adam and SGD optimizer give a

Table 2 The effect of optimizer in unimodal classifier of music or video network

Optimizer 1D Music CNN 2D Music CNN C3D Video Network I3D Video Network

Adam LR: 0.001
Test Accuracy: 0.4453
F1-score: 0.41
ROC AUC Score:

0.757

LR: 0.001
Test Accuracy: 0.6539
F1-score: 0.65
ROC AUC Score:

0.916

LR: 0.00001
Test Accuracy: 0.6423
F1-score: 0.64
ROC AUC Score:

0.898

LR: 0.0001
Test Accuracy: 0.6622
F1-score: 0.66
ROC AUC Score:

0.899
SGD LR: 0.001 M: 0.5

Test Accuracy: 0.4238
F1-score: 0.37
ROC AUC Score:

0.734

LR: 0.001 M: 0.5
Test Accuracy: 0.7251
F1-score: 0.72
ROC AUC Score:

0.934

LR: 0.00001 M: 0.0
Test Accuracy: 0.6440
F1-score: 0.64
ROC AUC Score:

0.890

LR: 0.001 M: 0.5
Test Accuracy: 0.6026
F1-score: 0.59
ROC AUC Score:

0.879
RMSprop LR: 0.001

Test Accuracy: 0.4304
F1-score: 0.39
ROC AUC Score:

0.748

LR: 0.001
Test Accuracy: 0.6887
F1-score: 0.68
ROC AUC Score:

0.921

LR: 0.001
Test Accuracy: 0.5678
F1-score: 0.56
ROC AUC Score:

0.848

LR: 0.001
Test Accuracy: 0.5281
F1-score: 0.53
ROC AUC Score:

0.832

The bold number represent the highest evaluation score

LR, learning rate and M, momentum
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very similar result, but we select the SGD result for multimodal integration. In the case
of audio structure, the 2D Music CNN performs better than the 1D Music CNN because
the network is pre-trained on Million Song Dataset. Even the 1D Music CNN includes
the phase and magnitude to audio stream, the network cannot outperform the 2D Music
CNN because the data samples are very limited for end-to-end training. In video network
architecture, the I3D perform better than C3D network because of deep architecture and
more generalized feature.

The performance evaluation metrics used in our experiment are accuracy, F1-score, and
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC-AUC). The accuracy refers to the
percentage of correctly classified unknown data samples, and F1-score computes harmonic
mean between precision and recall. ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve is a graph
showing the performance of a classification model at all classification thresholds with true and
false-positive rates. The ROC-AUC score measures the entire two-dimensional area under-
neath the ROC curve, which provides an aggregated measure of performance across all
possible classification thresholds.

We integrate the learned features from our best performing unimodal classifiers over
various optimizers for music video emotion prediction. The music networks are integrat-
ed with video networks at the decision level and classify the concatenated features using
the SoftMax emotion classifier. The classification is done by six-fold cross-validation.
Table 3 illustrates the results of various multimodal combinations with learned features
obtained from respective audio and video unimodal classifiers. The result of decision-
level feature fusion shows that the best result is obtained when all audio and video
features are combined with a SoftMax decision operator. The confusion matrix from six-
fold cross-validation is shown in Fig. 6 that visualize the performance of each multi-
modal classifier. The confusion matrix of our various combinations for multimodal
classifiers includes the number of samples confused to each other. All the confusion
matrixes of Fig.6 illustrate that the ‘Relaxation’ and ‘Sad’ emotion class are more
confusing to each other because they all are expressed in similar calm state. The
‘Exciting’ and ‘Tension’ emotion classes are well classified compared to other silent
emotion classes because the body action captured by the video network plays a vital role
for it. As the ‘Neutral’ class include the common characteristic of all emotion categories,
it seems more confused by all proposed model. To better understand our system
performance, we visualize the ROC curve, shown in Fig. 7, for all multimodal classifiers
and their integrated structure. It illustrates that the integrated multimodal fuse all learned
features of proposed multimodal in decision level and hence produces the best ROC-
AUC score.

Table 3 Best operating multimodal for music video emotion prediction

Metrics C3D + 1D
Music CNN

I3D+ 1D
Music CNN

C3D + 2D
Music CNN

I3D + 2D
Music CNN

Integrated
multimodal

Test Set
Accuracy

(percentage)

Minimum 68.389 66.003 81.709 83.300 86.282
Mean 70.941 69.781 84.956 84.426 88.568
Maximum 72.962 72.166 87.872 85.884 89.860

F-score 0.70 0.69 0.84 0.84 0.88
ROC AUC Score 0.917 0.925 0.979 0.977 0.987
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The evaluation results show that any multimodal (music plus video) classifier
boosts the overall performance, and reduce the rate of confusion, as we expected.
In the case of the 1D music CNN network, even the features classification accuracy is
comparatively low because of the lack of training data, but it is supportive for any
video unimodal classifier to enhance overall performances. The pre-trained networks
are trained on huge data samples, so they made better performance on the emotion
classification of music video dataset.

Fig. 6 Confusion matrix of multimodal: C3D+ 1D Music CNN (top left), I3D + 1D Music CNN (top right),
C3D + 2D Music CNN (2nd row bottom left) and I3D + 2D Music CNN (2nd row bottom right), Integrated
multimodal (bottom)
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5 Summary

The music-video contents are a rich source of human emotion. Music video emotions are central to
how we perceive the visual and acoustic environment concurrently, how we make sense of it, and
howwemake timely decisions. The visual sentiments (face expression, body action, eye states) and
music structural features (tempo, mode, melody, rhythm, lyric, and loudness) are jointly represented
on a music video that makes its study complex and nuanced. Even though humans are known to
perceive hundreds of different emotions, there is still little agreement on how best to categorize and
represent emotions. The vague emotion boundary, personality and lack of labeled data are the
reasons that make affective computing for music video challenging and hard to understand.

We show that the transfer learning and late decision-level fusion are useful to overcome the lack
of data problem. Also, we effectively use the CNN-based structure to coarsely classify the nuanced
emotions of music videos. Our study starts with the construction of a small music video emotion
dataset. Then the music and video part are separated in order to use CNN structures pre-trained for
other audio and video tasks.We try to fine-tune the audio and video networks separately or train 1D
CNN for audio with the constructed small emotion dataset. This process for unimodal CNNs gives
the proper features for multimodal emotion classification of music videos. Then the pooled features
from each audio and video modality are finally combined by learned SoftMax operator to produce
the coarsely grouped emotion category. This type of late fusion is inevitable to keep the pre-trained
network structure consistent.

We made an analysis of various unimodal with various tuning parameters and the contribu-
tion of each CNN structure on integration with other structures for music video emotion
classification. We evaluate five different multimodal networks using various metrics. The
evaluation results show a boost in the performance of the multimodal architectures compared

Fig. 7 ROC curve of multimodal used in this research. Each curve is represented by a unique color and the
corresponding AUC score is given in parentheses
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to each unimodal emotion classifier constructed in the fine-tuning stage. The decision based on
features taken from all unimodal networks shows the best performance. The result suggests
human high-level emotions are automatically well classified in the proposed CNN-based
multimodal networks, even though a small amount of labeled data samples is available for
training. Our different combinations of audio and video classifiers can be separately used to
classify the emotion of a music video. In addition, it can be used as multi-agents to make an
ensemble decision for music video emotion.
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